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NOVA Open EVENT LEADS 
Providing News & Updates 
 
2/15/2020: 
Kill Team is returning to NOVA Open 2020, with not one but two major events! 
 
Grand Tournament 
We will kick things off on Thursday with a two day, 7-round Grand Tournament. This 
event builds on the success of the NOVA Open 2019 Grand Tournament format and 
includes a number of refinements based on feedback from last year’s attendees as well 
as the broader Kill Team community. After playing four rounds on Day 1, players will be 
split into 8-player, 3-round brackets on Day 2. Brackets placement will be based on Day 
1 standings, ensuring that everyone you play on Day 2 will have had the same kind of 
Day 1 you did. :) Prizes will be awarded in each Bracket, so even though there can be 
only one Grand Champion everyone playing on Day 2 will be in contention for prizes!  
 
Team Tournament 
If the Grand Tournament is a return to the familiar, Saturday and Sunday will see 
something completely new! This year we will be offering our first Kill Team Team 
Tournament. Teams of four players will square off, with team captains scheming and 
strategizing to produce the most favorable matchups for their team. Each of the 5 
rounds will be fought across a variety of table layouts and secondary objective pools, 
adding multiple layers of depth and complexity to the pairing process. Gather your 
friends and stake your claims to be the toughest bunch of players in the game!" 
 
All the best, 
 
Ben 
 
 
11/15/2019: 
Excitement, Expansion, New Formats 
  
Excitement is already building for Kill Team at NOVA Open 2020!  We are looking 
forward to welcoming back old friends and meeting new friends-to-be!  
 
Kill Team at NOVA Open continues to grow, with our main events currently slated for 
almost 60 players (and the chance to grow more if we can sell out quickly). This is a far 
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cry from the 16 players we had just two years ago, and 
a testament to the enthusiasm of the Kill Team community. 
 
We’ll be continuing to try out new formats and refine previous favorites, so keep 
watching this space for updates as the year goes on. Hope to see you all at the tables 
(and the lounge!) 
 
12/15/2019: 
 
 




